Abstract. This paper is devoted to studying the properties of the exit times for stochastic differential equations driven by G-Brownian motion (G-SDEs). In particular, we prove that the exit times of G-SDEs has the quasi-continuity property. As an application, we give a probabilistic representation for a large class of fully nonlinear elliptic equations with Dirichlet boundary.
framework since the elements in the probability family that represents G-expectation are mutual singular.
So an important problem for the G-expectation theory is the quasi-continuity property of random variables, especially for stopping times which play a major role in classical stochastic analysis but tends to have more discontinuity.
The purpose of this paper is to study the properties of exit times for G-SDEs, among which the most important one is that, under mild conditions, the exit times of G-SDEs have the quasi-continuity property, so that it belongs to the proper nonlinear G-expectation space. Here, the corresponding G-SDEs are given by dX Different from the usual case of symmetric G-Brownian motion that involves only volatility uncertainty, in the above equation B is a generalized G-Brownian motion, which has both mean and volatility uncertainty.
Thus we need to study the corresponding stochastic calculus theory first, and one can refer to [9, 10, 22] Since we cannot expect the G-SDEs have sufficient continuity with respect to ω, we introduce an alternative approach of considering the image space of G-SDEs to study the properties of τ x Q . We also utilize the weakly compact method from [31] , where the quasi-continuity property of hitting times for symmetric G-martingales was considered, and the strong Markov property of G-SDEs from [13] . These properties of exit times may play an important role for the applications of G-SDEs in many fields involving a stopping rule.
The well-known Feynman-Kac formula tells us that stochastic differential equations driven by linear Brownian motion (SDEs) provide a probabilistic representation for a class of linear PDEs (with Dirichlet boundary), see, e.g., [7] . With the help of G-BSDEs, in [12, 29] the authors obtain a stochastic representation for fully nonlinear parabolic PDEs in R n . Inspired by these results, as an application of our results on the exit times, we state a probabilistic interpretation for a large class of fully nonlinear elliptic PDEs with Dirichlet boundary via G-SDEs.
We also note that Lions and Menaldi [20] (see also Buckdahn and Nie [1] ) gave a representation for a class of fully nonlinear elliptic equations with Dirichlet boundary via the stochastic control theory under the linear expectation framework. In their construction, every admissible control corresponds to a trajectory of SDEs.
Compared with the aforementioned results, the trajectories in our representation are universal defined for all probability measures. Moreover, we prove that the induced probability measures of G-SDEs are weakly compact, and hence the supremum of the upper expectation representation can be realized (Corollary 5.6).
This kind of properties can be applied to the study of first-order differentiation of the viscosity solutions of fully nonlinear PDEs (see [15, 32] ), which is also our future work.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present some preliminaries for nonlinear expectation theory and related space of random variables. In Section 3, we give the stochastic integral and differential equations with respect to generalized G-Brownian motion. Section 4 is devoted to the research of the properties of exit times for G-SDEs. In Section 5, we provide the probabilistic representation for fully nonlinear elliptic equations with Dirichlet boundary.
Preliminaries
The main purpose of this section is to recall some preliminary results about the upper expectation and the corresponding capacity theory. More details can be found in [5] .
For each Euclidian space, we denote by ·, · and | · | its scalar product and the associated norm, respectively. Let The corresponding natural filtration of B is given by F t := σ{B s : s ≤ t} for t ≥ 0.
Let P be a given family of probability measures on (Ω d , B(Ω d )). Denote by L(Ω d , P) the space of all B(Ω d )-measurable random variables X such that E P [X] exists for each P ∈ P. Next we define the corresponding upper-expectation bŷ
Then it is easy to check that the triple (Ω d , L(Ω d , P),Ê P ) forms a sublinear expectation space (see Peng [29] ). In this setting, we can also introduce the notions of identically distribution and independence:
· two n-dimensional random vectors X = (X 1 , ..., X n ) and
· an m-dimensional random vector Y is said to be independent of an n-dimensional random vector X if
where C b.Lip (R l ) is the space of all bounded Lipschitz function defined on R l , l ≥ 1.
where A [σ,σ] is the collection of all adapted processes taking values in [σ,σ] . Then on the sublinear space
for each a ∈ R, see [5] .
Now based on the set of P, we introduce the following capacity, called upper probability,
It is obvious that,
Then we could establish the language of "P-quasi-surely":
is called P-polar if c P (A) = 0 and a property is said to holds "P-quasi-surely" (P-q.s.)
if it holds outside a polar set. As usual, we do not distinguish between two random variables X and
· A function X : Ω d → R is called P-quasi-continuous (P-q.c.) if for each ε > 0, there exists a closed set F with c P (F c ) < ε such that X| F is continuous. We say that Y : Ω d → R has a P-quasi-continuous version if there exists a P-quasi-continuous function X :
We define the L p -norm of random variables as ||X|| p,P : 
in the measurable and integrable sense.
Moreover, we have the following monotone convergence results, which are different from the linear case.
(2) Assume P is weakly compact.
Remark 2.4 If P is weakly compact, then the maximum exists for elements of
For a family P 0 , we denote by P its closure under weak convergence and it holds that 
In the sequel, we shall introduce an upper expectation on (Ω d , B(Ω d )) such that the canonical process B is the so-called generalized G-Brownian motion. Following the argument of [5] , we consider a linear standard
where N P 0 is the space of all P 0 -null subsets. Denote by A Θ the collection of all F 0 t -adapted processes (γ, µ) taking values in Θ on [0, ∞). For each fixed (γ, µ) ∈ A Θ and 0 ≤ t ≤ T < ∞, we define
Then we can obtain a family P 0 of measures:
which is tight by the Kolmogorov's criterion (see [18] ). We define its closure under weak convergence as P, which is weakly compact by Prokhorov's theorem. Then we could establish capacity theory corresponding to P through the results in Section 1. In the following, for this P, we will abbreviateÊ P , P-q.s., c P ,
Proof. The proof is immediate from Remark 2.4. 
is of polynomial growth.
The upper expectationÊ corresponding to P is called G-expectation, under which the canonical process [29] . Indeed, 
Proof. The two assertions in (1) can be easily proved by Lemma 3.1 and Remark 3.2. Moreover, by the definition of G and the observation that (γ s , µ s ) take values in Θ, we deduce that for each
from which we get |Ê[ p,
Now we are going to prove (2) . By a similar analysis as in Lemma 43 of [5] , we derive that for ϕ ∈
, · · · , B 0,γ,µ tn ) for t 1 < · · · t n ≤ t and using the argument in Lemma 44 of [5] , we have ess sup
) .
Taking firstly expectation E P 0 and then supremum over γ, µ ∈ A Θ to both sides yield that
The proof is complete.
Note that when Θ has only a single point (γ, µ), B is the classical linear Brownian motion with B 1 ∼ N (µ, γγ T ). So the generalized G-Brownian motion can be regarded as a Brownian motion with mean and covariance uncertainty described by Θ. Remark that when G = G(A), the generalized G-Brownian motion reduces to symmetric G-Brownian motion which has only volatility uncertainty.
Remark 3.4 In our article, for the purpose of running a more general PDEs, we use the generalized GBrownian motion. Most results by now about symmetric G-Brownian motion still hold for generalized G-Brownian motion and the proofs are just similar, so we will give them directly, except that we need to clarify some basic properties of generalized G-Brownian motion and the construction of related stochastic calculus, which are more sophisticated.
Property (2) in Theorem 3.3 allows us to define a time-consistent conditional G-expectation in the following way: for X = ϕ(B t1 , B t2 − B t1 , · · · , B tn − B tn−1 ), the conditional expectation at t j is defined bŷ
, and can preserve most properties of the linear expectation except the linearity, see [29] .
In the remainder of this section, we shall study the stochastic calculus with respect to B. We set
. Then consider two sets:
It is obvious that Θ ⊂ Γ × Σ. For any γ ∈ Γ and µ ∈ Σ, we have 0 ≤ γγ T ≤ σ 2 I d×d and |µ| ≤ β with The proof for the following lemma can be found in [30] (see also [14] ).
Lemma 3.5 For any P ∈ P, we have
Next we give the semi-martingale decomposition for generalized G-Brownian motion, which is crucial for our main results. The proof will be given in Appendix.
t is absolutely continuous with respect to t and dA
Here we denote the quadratic variation of a martingale under P by · P .
Using the above theorem, we can now define the stochastic integral with respect to generalized G-
we define the stochastic integral with respect to B t as
which is a linear mapping from M 2,0
Proof. We just prove (2), since the proof for (1) is similar. For any P ∈ P, by Theorem 3.6, we have
(3.9)
Taking supremum on both sides, we get the desired result.
It is worth mentioning that T 0 η t , dB t is defined q.s., and under each P , it is equivalent to the classical stochastic integral with respect to semi-martingale B t . By above proposition, the stochastic integral can be
Moreover, we can also obtain stochastic integral on optional time interval as [19] . The mapping τ : Ω d → [0, ∞) is called a stopping time if (τ ≤ t) ∈ F t and an optional time if (τ < t) ∈ F t for each t ≥ 0.
Lemma 3.8 For each optional time τ and η
Proof. The proof is similar to the one of [19] .
Remark 3.9 Note that the optional times may do not possess enough continuity in ω, so in general we
The quadratic variation process of B is defined by
For any P ∈ P, we have
Thus we can define the stochastic integral
similarly as the one for dB t and following property hold:
Proof. By a direct calculation, we havê
by the definition of G and the fact that (γ s , µ s ) take values in Θ. On the other hand, choosing (γ 1 , µ 1 ) ∈ Θ so that G(A, p) = 1 2 A, γ 1 γ 1 T + p, µ 1 and taking γ s = γ 1 s, µ s = µ 1 s, we could get equality in equation (3.13) and this completes the proof.
Proof. By a standard approximation argument, the proof follows from Lemma 3.11 and the properties of
Now we are ready to state the SDEs driven by the generalized G-Brownian motion:
where
From Proposition 3.7 and the contraction mapping method as in [29] , we can obtain that the G-SDE (3.14)
has a unique solution X ∈ M 2 C (0, T ). Moreover, we have the following Itô's formula for G-SDEs (3.14).
such that all the second order partial derivatives satisfy the polynomial growth condition. Then
Finally, we shall investigate the Markov property for the G-SDEs (3.14). Let τ be an optional time satisfying:
and denote by L
By a similar analysis as in [13] , the conditional expectationÊ τ + is well defined on L (
(Ω) with F τ + replaced by F τ . Then we have Theorem 3.14 Let Y be lower semi-continuous on Ω n and bounded from below. Then 
Exit times for G-SDEs
In this section, we shall give a detailed study of the exit times for G-SDEs (3.14) from a bounded open set.
For symbol simplicity, we only consider the case where h ij ≡ 0 and the results still hold for the general case.
From now on we always assume that G satisfies the uniformly elliptic condition, i.e., there exists three
In fact we can depict the uniform ellipticity of G by Θ: G is uniformly elliptic with parameters (σ 2 , σ 2 , β) iff
Then it holds that
In the following, we also assume that Q is a bounded open set in R n and σ is non-degenerate, i.e., there exists a constant λ > 0 such that
We will always use C f (L f , resp.) to denote the bound (the Lipschitz constant, resp.) of a function f on Q.
Then we get that
For each set D ⊂ R n and for any x ∈ R n , we define the exit times of
Now we shall study the properties of τ Lemma 4.1 There exists a constant C > 0 depending only on σ 2 , λ, β, C b , C σ and the diameter of Q such
Proof. Without loss of generality, we can assume 0 ∈ Q. Let h(y) := Ae αy1 on Q and take A, α ≥ 0 large enough such that
where σ 1 , b 1 is the first row of σ, b, respectively, and we have used the matrix inequality A, D ≥ B, D
for A ≥ B, D ≥ 0 in the last inequality. With the help of Proposition 3.7, taking expectation to both sides
gives that
Letting t → ∞, we get the desired result. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we can assume 0 ∈ Q. Consider th(y), where h with A, α is assumed as in the proof of Lemma 4.1. By Itô's formula, we have
Taking expectation on both sides, we get that
Letting t → ∞ and we obtain thatÊ
which together with Lemma 4.1 imply the desired result. 
In the rest of this paper, we always assume that Q satisfies the exterior ball condition. The following tells us that G-SDEs originating at the boundary point with exterior ball will exit Q immediately. Proof. Assume U (z, r) is the exterior ball of Q at x. We are going to prove the conclusion by a technique from Lions and Menaldi [20] . We set h(y) := e −k|y−z| 2 , where the constant k will be determined in the sequel. Then we have
Note that the matrix (4k
−k|y−z| 2 and (2kδ ij )e −k|y−z| 2 are nonnegative. Choosing k large enough, we can find some constant µ > 0 so that for all y ∈ Q,
Then applying Itô's formula, we derive that
Taking expectation to both sides and using Proposition 3.7, we conclude that
Letting t → ∞, we obtainÊ[τ for the boundary points of Q. In the following, we shall show that it also remains true for inner points of Q.
Theorem 4.5 For each x ∈ R n , we have
In order to prove Theorem 4.5, we will study the continuity of τ x Q in ω. For this purpose, we shall consider the image space Ω n of G-SDE (3.14). Denote by B ′ the canonical process on Ω n . For each subset D of R n , we define on Ω n the exit times of B ′ by
Then we have that τ
. We need following lemmas to complete the proof of Theorem 4.5.
Q is lower semi-continuous and τ
is upper semi-continuous.
Proof. We just prove that τ
is upper semi-continuous, since the proof of another part is similar.
For any given ω ∈ Ω n , set t 0 := τ whose distance with ω is small enough, we will have
This completes the proof.
By Kolmogorov's criterion, (X x t ) t≥0 induces a tight family of probabilities P • (X
P ∈ P} on Ω n . We denote the induced upper capacity by c
and the induced upper expectation byÊ
More generally, for a set A ∈ R n , we define P
Lemma 4.7 Assume (y k ) k≥1 is a sequence in R n such that |y k − y| → 0 for some y. Then for each
Proof. By Lemma 3.1 in Chap VI of [29] , we can choose a sequence of
and ϕ m ↑ ϕ, as m → ∞. We pick a compact set K ⊂ R n such that y k , y ∈ K for each k ≥ 1 and then the family P K 2 is tight by Kolmogorov's criterion. Then for any fixed ε > 0, there is a compact set K ⊂ Ω n such that c
By Dini's theorem, ϕ m ↑ ϕ uniformly on K. So we can take m large enough such that 0 ≤ ϕ − ϕ m ≤ ε on K. Then by the basic estimate for G-SDEs, we obtain some constant C ≥ 0 such that
Letting k → ∞, we obtain that lim sup
Since ε can be arbitrary small, we obtain the desired lemma.
Proof. This follows from (3.17) for stopping time τ = 0 in Theorem 3.14.
Now we are in a position to state the proof of Theorem 4.5.
The proof of Theorem 4.5. The case that x ∈ Q c is trivial and the case that x ∈ ∂Q is from Lemma 4.4. Then we just need to consider the case that x ∈ Q. It suffices to prove thatÊ[(τ
Q +· ) by the definition. Since δ t is bounded and upper semi-continuous on Ω n , we can find a sequence of continuous functions (f m ) m≥1 on Ω n such that 0 ≤ f m ≤ 2t and f m ↓ δ t . Then it follows from Theorem 3.14 that, Since ϕ m is continuous on ∂Q by Lemma 4.7, we derive that ϕ m (y) ↓ 0 uniformly on ∂Q by Dini's theorem.
Consequently, we deduce that
which implies the desired result. Now we are going to show that the exit times are quasi-continuous.
Lemma 4.9 If K is a compact set in R
n , then the set P K 2 is weakly compact on Ω n .
Since K is compact, we can find a subsequence x km such that |x km − x| → 0 for some x ∈ K. Note that P is weakly compact, there is a subsequence P km l ∈ P such that P km l converges to some P ∈ P. For any 
which ends the proof. Q and τ
Proof. We just need to prove the case that K is a compact set since a bounded set is contained in some compact set. Let Γ = {τ 0,1 
. By Lemma 4.1, we can take k large enough such that c
Recalling Lemma 4.2, we conclude that
which together with the characterization of
2) imply the desired the result. Finally we study the continuity property of τ x Q with respect to x. For each ε > 0, we denote Q ε := {x ∈ Q : dist(x, ∂Q) > ε} and Q −ε := {x ∈ R n : dist(x, Q) < ε}. Then the exterior ball condition can be preserved for the following approximation from inside.
Lemma 4.11
For any ε > 0, Q ε also satisfies the exterior ball condition.
Proof. Let x be in ∂Q ε . Then there exists a point
is the exterior ball of Q ε at x. Indeed, for any z ∈ Q ε , we have z + (x ′ − x) ∈ Q and then
For any fixed T > 0, by a standard argument we can find some constant C T depending on T such that
It follows from Kolmogorov's criterion for continuity that for any fixed α ∈ (0, 
Proof. For any L > 0, T > 0 and ε > 0, let α and η T be defined as in (4.5). We consider the set that
For any y such that |x − y| ≤ ε, on {η T ≤ L} ∩ {τ 
−1 ) since Q −Lε α and Q Lε α both satisfy the exterior ball condition. Then we get that
(4.8)
For I 1 , we take k large enough such that |x k − x| ≤ ε. Then for any T and L, it follows that
which indicates that for each ε > 0 lim sup
Sending ε → 0 and using Proposition 2.3 and Theorem 4.5, we get that lim sup
For any δ > 0, by Lemma 4.2 and Proposition 19 in [5] we can first take T large enough such that I 3 ≤ δ and then take L large enough such that I 2 ≤ δ for each k. Now letting k → ∞ in (4.8), we get that
Sending δ → 0 and we get the desired result.
Application to probabilistic representations for PDEs
This section is devoted to studying the relationship between SDEs driven by generalized G-Brownian motion and fully nonlinear elliptic equations. In fact, with the help of the results of the previous sections, we shall introduce a stochastic representation for a class of fully nonlinear elliptic equations with Dirichlet boundary.
The following results are important for our future discussion. First, we shall extend the Theorem 3.14 to a more general case.
Theorem 5.1 Let τ be an optional time satisfying assumption (H). Then for each
Y ∈ L 1 C (Ω n , P•(X x τ +· ) −1 ), Y (X x τ +· ) ∈ L 1,τ + C (Ω d ) andÊ τ + [Y (X x τ +· )] =Ê[Y (X y · )] y=X x τ . (5.1)
Moreover, if τ is also a stopping time, we have
Proof. The proof shall be divided into the following three steps. Recalling Theorem 3.14, we get thatÊ
For the left side, it holds that 
which implies that
Sine ε can be arbitrarily small, it follows that
Step 1, we havê
For the left side, we have that
For the right side, it holds that
We claim that for each N ≥ 1
whose proof will be justified in Step 3. Thus, we derive that
Consequently, letting N → ∞ in (5.2) yields the desired result.
3 The proof of equation (5.3). For each I {|y|>N } , we can choose a sequence ϕ k ∈ C b (R n ) such that
and it is obvious thatȲ k ↑ |Y |I {|Y |>N } . Then
Step 1 and Proposition 2.3, Proposition 3.25 (iv) in [13] yield (5.3). The proof is complete.
Proof. Taking τ ≡ 0 in Theorem 5.1, we get (5.4). From Theorem 4.10, we have τ 0,1
−1 ), which ends the proof. 
Moreover, τ 0,1
Proof. Employing the symbols in the proof of Theorem 4.5, we can get that
We can repeat the analysis in the proof of Theorem 4.5 to obtain the rightside of (5.6) converges to 0 and this indicates that the equation (5.5) 
Then using Theorem 3.14, we have that
which together with τ 0,1
The following theorem plays a key role in proving the probabilistic representations.
Proof. By Proposition 5.3, for any ε > 0 we can choose a closed set D ⊂ Ω n such that c((X
Note that for each k ≥ 1
Then by Lemma 4.2, we have that
Now applying Theorem 5.1, we obtain that
Therefore, we derive that
which ends the proof.
Now we are ready to state our main result of this section, concerning a probabilistic representation for the viscosity solutions to fully nonlinear PDEs. For the definition and properties of viscosity solutions, we refer the reader to [2, 4, 17] .
Proof. The uniqueness of viscosity solutions can be found in [4] . The proof shall be divided into two steps.
1 The continuity. We first consider the case that ϕ ∈ C b.Lip (∂Q) and f ∈ C b.Lip (Q).
Assume x k → x on Q. By the sub-linearity ofÊ, we have
Then we just need to prove that the above two terms in equation (5.9) converge to 0, as k → ∞.
For each T > 0 and ε > 0, we can decompose the first term into three parts as follows:
(5.10)
Now we shall deal with the three parts separately. For I k,ε,T 1
, by a direct calculation we have that 
Thus by a standard argument we can find some generic constant C T > 0 (which may vary from line to line) independent of k, ε so that, for each ε ≤ T ρ ,
Moreover, it holds thatÊ [ sup
Consequently, we obtain that for each ρ
which indicates that lim sup
2 , it follows from Lemma 4.1 and Markov's inequality that we havê
For any δ > 0, by first letting T large enough such that the second term is smaller than 2C f δ, then letting
Therefore, we obtain the continuity of u on Q.
For the general case that ϕ ∈ C(∂Q) and f ∈ C(Q), we could find a sequence of bounded and Lipschitz functions ϕ n ∈ C(∂Q) and f n ∈ C(Q) such that ϕ n and f n converge uniformly to ϕ and f , respectively.
Then u n converges to u uniformly in Q and this implies the desired result.
2 Viscosity solution property. We just prove the viscosity sub-solution case, since another case can be proved in a similar way. Assume that u does not satisfy the viscosity sub-solution property. Then there exists a test function φ ∈ C 2 (Q) such that φ ≥ u on Q, φ(x 0 ) = u(x 0 ) for some point x 0 ∈ Q and
By the continuity, we can find an open ball U (x 0 , δ 0 ) ⊂ Q for some δ 0 > 0 such that
. Applying Itô formula to φ, we have
where M is a G-martingale (Proposition 3.12) and given by
That is,
Taking expectation on both sides and then using the optional sampling theorem for G-martingales (see Theorem 48 in [14] ), we get that
Recalling Lemma 4.2, we have that
for ψ := Υ + Dφ, b . Therefore, it follows that
Note that τ 0,1 
Thus in sprit of Remark 2.4 and the fact that Υ + Dφ, b < f on U (x 0 , δ 0 ), we conclude that φ(x 0 ) = max Appendix: The proof of Theorem 3.6
Now we are ready to state the proof of Theorem 3.6.
Proof. It suffices to prove the decomposition on [0, 1]. The main idea is based on the technique of DoobMeyer's decomposition, see, e.g., [18] . For simplicity, we omit the superscript P on A P and M P . The proof shall be divided into two steps. For each m, a direct calculation shows that B t − A m t is a martingale on Π m . By Proposition 3.3 and Lemma 3.5, we can find some constant L independent of m so that E P [|A It follows that for any s, t ∈ Π such that s < t and 0 ≤ ξ ∈ L 2 (Ω, F 1 , P ), Consequently, the decomposition is obtained after we define the martingale The proof is complete.
